
I Jornada de Geomática para la viticultura. ¡Conozcámonos!                                                          21-mayo-2015

(Thursday  Morning)
Part I: UAV Image Gathering
- T1. The Image as a Projection. Controlling the Exposure. Planning the Mapping Mission.
- P1. Study Case 1: Planning a multi-rotor mapping flight of a vineyard.  

(Thursday  Afternoon)
Part II: 3D Image Reconstruction and Indirect Georeferencing
- T2. Aero-triangulation. Georeferencing.
- P2. Study Case 2.  Aero-triangulation and indirect georeferencing of the study case P1. 

Precision and accuracy analysis. 

(Thursday  Evening)
Part III: RTK / PPK Direct Georeferencing
- T3. Introduction. Indirect Vs Direct Georeferencing. Alternatives.
- P3. Study Case.

(Friday  Morning)
Part IV: 3. Digital Mapping Production: DTM, DSM, orthos…
P3. Study Case 3. Point cloud generation, visualization and edition. Surface digital models. 
Terrain digital models. RGB and IR orthoimagery generation. Other photogrammetric products. 

Contents and Planning
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Model Display and Region
42. MODEL DISPLAY

Open SanClemente02.psx in Photoscan. Once the model is georeferenced is time to learn other tools.

a) Press the key <<7>> to view and aerial and oriented view of the vineyard.
b) Press F11 to enable/disable the fullscreen mode
c) Press the key <<5>> to change perspective/rectangular view.

43. DEFINING REGION

Before continuing, it is necessary to define a region delimiting the effective
area of work. The region is represented by a transparent box whose base is
displayed by red lines. By default, the region or work area gets everything
that appears in the model, but as you can see the area of interest is smaller.

- Press 7 to have an aerial view.
- Press 5 to have an rectangular view.
- Resize and rotate the region including the vineyard and the roads around.

In this way, we reduce calculation times and the size of the point cloud .
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Generating the Dense Point Cloud I

Spliting RGB and IR

Once the location and orientation of the cameras is perfectly defined is the time to start
generating the different photogrammetric products. As a preliminary step the IR and RGB
photos must be split.

44. In the Workspace Pane, at Zone_I Right Button Duplicate…  OK
- Rename Zone_I to RGB
- Rename Copy of Zone_I to IR
- Doubble click in RGB: It gets Bold; that means that it is the active block. All commands

will be executed on this active chunk.
- Click in IR, Right Click Set as active chunk.
- Set the RGB chunck as active again.

45. In each of the chunks it is necessary to disable the photos that will not be used:
- in the RGB chunk disable IR photos. This task can be done in the Photos

Pane. Select photos with the Mouse and click Disable.
- in the IR chunk disable RGB photos.

Note. If you need to start the project here, open the file SanClemente02.psx
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Generating the Dense Point Cloud II
Densification of the Tie Point Cloud Dense Point Cloud

As a “residual” or “secondary” product of the Alignment process we get a tie point cloud with several
thousand of points.

Now that all the photos are aligned we are going to densify the 3D model. The mechanism is new since
we are not going to calibrate the camera nor calculate location of photos. Here, the principle applied is
the intersection of rays from all the photos that overlap in a point. This intersection will recover many
points that will be added to those obtained in the alignment process. There will be two point clouds: The
Tie Point Cloud and the Dense Point Cloud.

46. To generate the Dense Point Cloud:
- Set the RGB Chunk as active.
- In Menu BarWorkflow Build dense cloud

Quality (Resolution would be a more correct name). With this parameter
density on the point cloud is chosen. The concept is similar to that seen
in the alignment: The UltraHigh parameter will use the full-resolution of
photos. It´ll output very, very dense point clouds at a very long
processing time and with an impossible computer resources. Each step-
down of “Quality” involves working with ¼ number of pixels. In this
practice, we´ll use Medium Quality. The processing time should be
admissible, depending the power of your computer.

Depth filtering. Due to various factors such as partially blurred photos, triangulation
can generate false or incorrect intersections. Usually these points are far from the rest
(=are outliers) and can be automatically eliminated. Depending on the characteristics
of terrain, a more or less aggressive criterion must be elected. It is recommended to
start with a Moderate filtering (the default one). If noise is appearing, there will be
necessary more aggressive filtering. If details are being lost, less aggressive filtering
will be necessary. In this practice we´ll use Moderate Option.

47. Set active the IR Chunk.
- In Menu BarWorkflow Build dense cloud

This is a time consuming process. 
If you don´t have a powerfull
computer, ask the professor the 
final result!
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Generating the Dense Point Cloud III

Parameter # of points Processing time

RGB + IR
(292)

RGB
(142)

IR
(150)

RGB + IR
(292)

RGB
(142)

IR
(150)

Mínimum 455.102 2’ 17’’

Low 2.025.150 8’ 50’’

Medium 9.484.527 8.779.921 8.133.000 38’ 27’’ 8’ 41’’ 10’ 47’’

High 40.000.000? 10 hours?

Ultrahigh 160.000.000? 24 hours?

Intel i7-4930K a 4,1Ghz, 64Gbytes de RAM, Proyecto RGB – Utilizando RGB e IR. Superficie del área de trabajo = 3161ꞏ1950

Processing Time.

The processing time depends on the number of photos, their resolution, the selected quality (processing
resolution) and the power of the computer. The time grows exponentially with the quality (resolution) selected.

Statistics

48. Once the densification is done, the Console Pane,
shows some interesting statistics relative to the
densification process.

Optional Task. Extract and write your results.

a) Device performance __________________

b) Points extracted ________________

c) Time processing______________
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Other Photogrammetric Outputs I

The dense point cloud is the first and more complete photogrammetric output. It can be considered as a raw
product. However it has the following disadvantages:

- It isn´t continuous. There is not intermediate information between points.
- It´s irregular, inhomogeneous. The points are not equally spaced
- It need many computer resources (RAM, hard disk, processor,…)

To overcome these drawbacks, the dense point clouds often are transformed in other types of digital models:

Raster, Grid or DEM (Digital Elevation Model)
- A regular grid of rows and columns is created. Distance between nodes should be adequate to the point cloud

density. An altitude is assigned at each node averaging the altitude of raw points in the node influence area.
- The raster is a regular and consistent photogrammetric product.
- The raster don´t need high computing resources.

Polygon Mesh
- A polygon mesh is a collection of vertices, edges and faces that defines the shape of the terrain. The faces

usually consist of triangles (triangle mesh).
- A polygon mesh is a continuous surface.
- It´s a photogrammetric product useful in computer visualization of 3D information.

Tiled Model
- A Tiled Model is a terrain digital model in which each node is assigned an altitude and a color. This allows 3D
visualization. It is useful for viewing, on computers, large areas without requiring large computer resources. The
Tiled Model is like an orthophoto with 3D information.
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Other Photogrammetric Outputs II
Raster, Grid or DEM Creation

50. Set RGB as active Chunk.
- In Menu barWorkflow  Build DEM

Parameters

Source data. The most logical is to use the dense cloud of points. It makes no
sense to use the tie point cloud.

Interpolation. If the default option (Enabled) is selected, nodes of the grid without
raw points in its influence area will have an interpolated altitude between neighbor
nodes.
With extrapolated option, boundary nodes will have an extrapolated altitude even
with only 1 neighbor node.This makes the boundarys to grow. It is not
recommended for its unreliability.

Resolution of the grid is not editable. It´s elected considering the density of the point
cloud.

- Click OK.
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Other Photogrammetric Outputs III
51. Note that in the workspace appears a new product: the Digital Elevation Model.
Double click on it.

52. Observe the characteristics of the project and specifically of the DEM:
- In RGB Click right button Show Info.
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Other Photogrammetric Outputs IV
Contours Generation

53. Although not very useful in this project, let´s generate contours every 0.5m.

Over the DEM icon Right Click Generate contour lines.
- Minimum altitude 585
- Maximum altitude 625
- Equidistance 0.5

Contours can be enabled or disabled with the Show Contours command:
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Other Photogrammetric Outputs V
Tiled Model
A Tiled Model is a terrain digital model in which each node has an altitude and a
color. This allows 3D visualization. It is useful for viewing, on computers, large areas
without requiring large computer resources.

54. In the Menu barWorkflow Build Tiled Model

Accept the default parameters.
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Other Photogrammetric Outputs VI
Mesh
- A polygon mesh is a collection of vertices, edges and faces that defines the shape of the

terrain. The faces usually consist of triangles (triangle mesh).
55. In the Menu barWorkflow Build Mesh

Surface type: Arbitrary option will be selected when trying to make a
polygon mesh of a closed volume object; for example something like a
prism or a cube. The terrain surface is not a volume. Selecting the
second, Height field, better results are obtained, and also the time
processing is shorter.

Source data: Dense point cloud has more information.

Face count. Select High, to get more detail.

Interpolation. If the default option (Enabled) is selected, small holes
will be filled. This is the recommended option. With extrapolated,
extrapolated boundary information is added.

The polygon meshes can be displayed in 4 different ways:
a) Triangles with RGB color.
b) Grey Triangles
c) Transparent Triangles
d) Triangles with textures.

- It is necessary to previously build the textures. In menu Bar
Workflow Build textures
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Other Photogrammetric Outputs VI

Mapping Mode: In mapping mode, priority when taking the colors in the images is chosen:
- If generic is chosen higher priority is given to homogeneity and uniformity. May be failures texture in

abrupt slope changes
- In Orthophoto the more parallel photo is chosen. Less uniformity.
- Adaptative is a intermediate option.
- Spherical. Useful with spherical objects.
- Single Camera. Texture from a single camera.

Blending mode:
- Mosaic. RGB values from a single photo.
- Average. RGB average values from photos selected by Mapping mode
- Max intensity: RGB maximum value from photos selected by Mapping mode
- Min intensity: RGB minimum value from photos selected by Mapping mode.

Texture size/count: Specifies the size of the textures and the number of files when exporting.

- Click OK
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Orthophoto I
The orthophoto is the most important and most used photogrammetric product. It is a product where the
altimetric information is lost, because in essence, an orthophoto is a projection onto a plane.

To generate orthophotos is necessary to have a digital elevation model and their oriented photos. Digital
models can be in raster format or in mesh format. It is not possible to use directly point clouds or contours.

Aerial
Fotos

DEM

Orthophoto

55. To generate the orthophoto.
- Set active the RGB Chunk
- In the menu barWorkspace Build Orthomosaic

We´ll use DEM as digital surface and Mosaic as a blending mode.

Pixel size will be 2,0 cm.

We´ll use the same boundaries in RGB and IR orthophotos.

The orthophoto will have 55 Mpix. In TIFF format the file size will be
55x3=165MBytes

To view the ortho, double click on the Orthomosaic icon.
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Orthophoto II
Editing the OrthoPhoto THIS TASK IS OPTIONAL

56. Open the orthophoto with a double click on the orthophoto icon.
- Activate/deactivate the contours.
- Activate GCPs. Visualize the soil sampling point Suelo7.

57. The orthophoto is a mosaic of many different pieces, taken (and rectified) from many different photos. It is
possible to show the boundaries of each part.

i. Click on the “Show or Hide Seamlines” command
ii. Find an area in the orthophoto less clear than average
iii. Draw a polygon with the “Polygon drawing tool” command
iv. Click the right button inside the polygon  Assign image…
v. Choose a better photo
vi. Hide Polygon wit the “Show or hide shapes” command.

iv

vii

iii vii
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Orthophoto III
Measuring on the orthophoto

58. Open the orthophoto with a double click on the orthophoto icon.
Draw a line with the “Polyline drawing tool” command.
- Note. The polyline ends with a double click or the <esc> key.

- On the polyline  right click  Measure…. Check the length
(Perimeter).

- Click the profile tab. You can export the polyline in shp, kmz o dxf
format.

59. Measuring the area. Choose the Polygon tool. Demarcate the
vineyard.
- Click the first point to close the polygon.
- Activate the polygon with a left click.
- On the active polygon Right Click Measure
- Check Perimeter, Area, and Volume.
- Calculate the volume over a flat plane of 600 m of altitude.

_________________m3

58 59
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Orthophoto IV
RGR Ratio: This index is a reflectance 
measurement useful for making foliage 
development estimations, indicating leaf 
production and stress, or even indicating 
flowering in some canopies. The ratio measures 
the relative expression of leaf redness caused by 
anthocyanin to that of chlorophyll.

60

Raster Calculator (Optional)

Let´s calculate the Red Green Ratio Index (RGR Ratio). RGR Ratio = (RED)
/ (GREEN). We are going to use absolute reflectance, rather than digital
values. Relationship between both variables were measured by an
spectroradiometer (Red_Thick, Green_Thick and IR_r_850 graphics).

60. Click on the “Raster calculator” . Click on Formula Tab.

Enter the function describing the RGR ratio (including radiometric
calibration):

0.0073893*exp(0.0161948*B1)/0.0063937*exp(0.0154971*B2)

- Click on Enable transform
- Click Apply
- On “Palette” Tab select NDVI preset
- Click on Auto
- Change the upper limit to 500
- Click OK
- If you want to return to the RGB colors delete the formula and apply.
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Orthophoto V
Exporting the Orthophoto

61. Set active the IR chunk
62. Generate the DEM
63. Generate the orthophoto with the same settings as the RGB one.

It is not possible to use the pixel calculator between different chunks.

64. Create the folder /SanClemente/Export

Export the orthophoto: Menu bar File Export Orthomosaic Export JPEG…

- Check the Write file World option to georeferencing the ortho.
- Export
- Select JPEG as file format. Save as …/SanClemente/Export/OrtoIR2cm

65. Export in the same folder
the RGB ortho
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Classifying the Point Cloud I 
Dense Point Clouds can store, for each point, in addition to its coordinates, different attributes. ISPRS maintains
a standard with the metadata that can be added as well as the format that should have. By default, and unlike
point clouds obtained with LIDAR, photogrammetry points have RGB information.

One of the most important metadata that can be associated with each point is the point type. ISPRS proposes
some classes: … , medium and high vegetation, buildings, water, …

66. Set RGB as the active chunk
- Open the point cloud by double-clicking the dense 

cloud Icon at the Workspace Pane. 
- Click on the “Free-form selection tool” command (a)
- Select an area on the road
- Menu bar  Tools  Dense Point Cloud  Assign 

Class 
- From Any Class to Ground
- OK
- Select other area
- Click on the “Display dense point cloud colored by 

point classes” command (b)
- Each class has a different color. If there is no 

established class, the points are gray.

a b
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Classifying the Point Cloud II
AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION (OPTIONAL)

Photoscan has an automatic utility for ground classification. It works only by geometric criteria. It is able to
eliminate things that "stand out" from the ground, such as vegetation.

67. Menu bar Tools Dense Point Cloud  Classify Groun Points

It has 3 input parameters:
Max angle (deg): “A point is ground if the line that joins this point with all the previous one has less
than 15º of slope and a distance of 0.7m”
Cell size (m): “A flat surface is ground if it is greater than 5 m”.

68-69. Try the default parameters and Check the results.

Photoscan also has an automatic color classification tool.

70. Menu bar Tools Dense Point Cloud Reset Classification.

Menu bar Tools Dense Point Cloud Select Points by Color

Optional Task:
- Try to automatically classify the vine.

Intensive training on Digital mapping and advanced remote sensing, 11th-12th April 2016
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Exporting Results
So far, already it has been exported to the folder /SanClemente/export/

- OrtoRGB_2cm
- OrtoIR_2cm

71. We will be export, in the same folder, the rest of photogrammetric products :

- Contours. Menu bar Tools Export Export Contours . Name it contours.shp
- DEM. Menu bar File Export TIFF. Name it SanClemente.tif
- Point Cloud. Menu bar FileExport Points Name it SanClemente.las

72. Generate Report.

- Menu bar  File  Generate report. A PDF document with the most relevant project information will be
generated.

- Open and review the report.

Thanks for your attention


